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Sometimes we need to talk about God and words are not enough.  Actually, most of the time this 
will be the case.  Even in scripture, imagery and metaphor are used throughout to express ideas 
and concepts far beyond us and yet their truth resides within us.  Like in our readings this 
morning.  The imagery of stones dominates the nine verses of our reading from 1 Peter today, 
occurring five times from verses 4-8. But even more than looking at the metaphor, we also have 
to look at the language because we only have the word rock in English but the Greek is far more 
rich.  The term for stones here is lithos and should not be confused with another Greek word for 
stone or rock - petra.  Petra occurs one time in 1 Peter (2:8). Here, the passage compares 
“a lithos-stone of stumbling” to “a petra-rock of offense”.   Lithos is used in a positive light and 
contrasted with petra seen in a negative light.  The term lithos is the focus in 1 Peter rather than 
petra.  This is the same term we get lithography from.  This is the stone used for writing tablets.   
 
You may know that Hebrew scripture was translated into Greek and around Jesus’ time many 
Jews employed the Greek texts often.  It is why the Jews who wrote what we call the New 
Testament wrote it in Greek.  So we frequently refer to this Greek translation known as the 
Septuagint when we want to have a better of understanding of what we see in Christian scripture.  
In 1 Peter the term lithos is used and it is also used in the Septuagint when Moses received the 
stone tablets with the ten commandments.  The use of stone and writing tablets as a metaphor 
is employed throughout scripture.  The prophet Ezekiel uses it a number of times, in 11:19 for 
example: And I will give them one heart, and a new spirit I will put within them. I will remove the 
heart of stone from their flesh and give them a heart of flesh. We see it in Jeremiah as well: For 
this is the covenant that I will make with the house of Israel after those days, declares the Lord: I 
will put my law within them, and I will write it on their hearts. And I will be their God, and they 
shall be my people.  Which is quoted in the New Testament in Hebrews chapter 8. 
 
So what is going on in 1 Peter when the author is referring to Jesus as the chief cornerstone for 
some but a stumbling block to others?  It seems we are back to an ancient metaphor which invites 
us to know Jesus in our hearts.  We are back to a conversation we see in the Sermon on the 
Mount, where we are encouraged to move from following the letter of the law to living into the 
spirit of the law.  No longer do we live by what is written on stone tablets, but the immovable 
foundation of God’s love in our hearts.   
 
This immovable foundation is the base from which we build our lives.  It is the opposite of the 
metaphor Jesus gives where some build their house upon sand and the storms come and wash it 
away.  Now, there are two aspects to this idea.  One, already being discussed is that such a 
foundation is immovable and permanent.  The other is that the house built upon it may not be 
moved but it will encounter storms.  After all, why use the metaphor if we didn’t already know 
that life is full of storms?  Like the disciples in the boat caught in the storm, we will find ourselves 
lost and tossed about.  But a solid foundation will always be essential for getting us through. 
 
What is the foundation for us?  What do we ultimately and truly rely on or trust in?  A sad video 
has gone around with a man yelling at a store clerk that he is not allowed into the store without 
wearing a face mask.  He says it’s his constitutional right not to wear a mask.  Not being a 
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constitutional scholar or lawyer, I don’t know about that, but what is striking to me is that he is 
using the constitution as his basis for his behavior.  And he is yelling and he is creating an unsafe 
environment.  What if he used the law of God’s love written on his heart instead of the United 
States Constitution as the foundation?  How would he see the situation differently?  How would 
he behave differently?  It’s all conjecture, but I think we know that when God’s love guides our 
thinking and outlook on life, we are more at peace, we tend towards patience and compassion.  
We have less tendency to allow our hearts to be troubled as Jesus tells his disciples in the gospel 
this morning. 
 
What does life look like when we make Jesus the chief cornerstone - when we put God at the 
center of our lives?  To Love as God Loves is a wonderful book by Roberta Bondi.  Here she uses 
a deep exploration of the early monastics known today as the desert fathers and mothers to 
guide her thinking on the question the title suggests: how can we love as God loves.  She quotes 
a sermon by 6th century monk, Dorotheos of Gaza: Suppose we were to take a compass and insert 
the point and draw the outline of a circle. The center point is the same distance from any point in 
the circumference... Let us suppose that this circle is the world and that God is the center: the 
straight lines drawn from the circumference to the center are the lives of human beings... Let us 
assume for the sake of the analogy that to move toward God then, human beings move from the 
circumference along the various radii of the circle to the center.  But at the same time, the closer 
they are to God, the closer they become to one another.  And the closer they are to one another, 
the closer they become to God.   
 
What I like about this analogy is how it employs the image of a compass which is not far from the 
analogy of a cornerstone.  What is a person’s north star?  What is their moral compass?  What is 
the cornerstone of one’s life?  Dorotheos of Gaza helps us see that a life of growing towards God 
is seen in a life of growing closer to each other.  It is a life of loving neighbors as oneself as Jesus 
instructs.  Today, as we celebrate the love of mothers who may have birthed us or raised us or 
women in our lives who have helped us grow, it may be particularly appropriate to link growing 
closer to each other with growing closer to God. 
 
And what happens as we move towards God and one another?  As the expression goes, strangers 
are friends we haven’t met.  We create a world which sees people as fellow children of God, not 
as taxpayers, not as enemies, not as commodities, not as someone else from someplace else.  
This becomes a world where we do not fear the other.  Instead, it is a world where we can rely 
even on someone who might be a stranger.  It is a world where a cycle of decency and respect 
for all feeds upon itself and grows exponentially until it becomes the norm.  Wouldn’t that be a 
solid foundation on which to build?  Doesn’t that look like a world that can withstand any storm?  
This is the project of Christianity.  What a wonderful faith practice we have.  We put the love of 
God at center of our lives.  We see the world as a special and wonderful place full of joy and hope.  
This solid foundation brings us courage even in times of despair.  We therefore become the solid 
foundation of society, transforming it from a world of strangers to a world of neighbors who put 
their trust in God.  The storms come, but the ship never sinks.  Sign me up. 
 
 


